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CHAPTER 1
THE DIMENSIONS OF THE PROBLEM

INTRODUCTION

This paper seeks to provide an uncommon perspective on the maritime-continental strategy debate through assessing the strategic validity of the contending arguments in terms of several basic categories of strategic structure and dynamics, and to apply those conclusions to a proposed resolution. The framework employed has been openly influenced by the revival of classic geopolitical thought, and the relevance of Clausewitz to maritime strategy insufficiently appreciated since Corbett’s work of 1911. In those terms, moreover, the discussion argues that the current maritime-continental strategy debate artificially fractures the problem of a comprehensive defense strategy. For in fact the two approaches are not mutually exclusive, but, properly modified, comprise the elements of integrated global strategy. In the broader context of geopolitics, and the dynamics of the political object and military means, that strategy is ineluctably maritime strategy, but in which traditionally “continental” forces play a crucial, and more clearly defined role.

Winston Churchill, in reflecting upon the strategic disaster of the First World War, broached the contemporary maritime-continental strategy debate: "And why should the view be limited to the theater in which the best and largest armies
happen to face each other? Sea power, railway communications, foreign policy, present the means of finding new flanks outside the area of deadlock." Churchill's insight revealed the pervasive conflict between two seemingly exclusive strategic approaches which has permeated national strategy development first in Britain, and currently in the United States. As with the German challenge to Britain prior to 1914, the dominant "heartland" power has, in addition to its manifest threat to the Eurasian rimlands, challenged the predominant maritime power through a "blue water" naval capability holding at risk areas and capabilities vital to her national survival. This Soviet drive for dependable access to the world's oceans, with the prospective domination of the rimlands and their narrow seas, threatens decisive global military and political leverage. An inappropriate strategic choice could, as Britain nearly discovered, be irreversible.

BACKGROUND

Historically, the systematic contrast between maritime and continental strategies as two fundamentally different styles of warfare was first illuminated by Sir Julian Corbett prior to the Great War. He distinguished between "...the German or Continental School of Strategy and the British or Maritime School -- that is, our own traditional School..." But the most vigorous proponent of the qualitative difference was Liddell Hart, who argued that the "continental" strategy of the Great War had perverted the notion of war as an instrument of
policy through the willful misapplication of the theories of Clausewitz. Britain had, at profound strategic costs, departed from her traditional "maritime" strategy of control of the oceans and "narrow seas," support of continental allies, and decisive, but surgical, land campaigns, which attained the classic political concept of "victory:" i.e., a condition more advantageous than not having gone to war. Yet for the first time in her history she..."grasped the glittering sword of Continental manufacture."4

The maritime-continental strategy debate is of fairly recent origin in the United States, where geographic isolation and virtually unlimited resources have precluded the necessity of choice.5 World War II in fact witnessed the simultaneous conduct of a classic continental war of annihilation on the one hand, and the "...Mahanian triumph of sea power..." on the other.6 However, the expansionist threat of the Soviet Union, relative declining military and economic power, the questionable reliability of the NATO alliance, and a significantly more ambitious global defense policy, has generated the proverbial "force-strategy mismatch" in the ensuing years.7 The result has been disruption of the consonance between U.S. strategic ends and means, and the need for a strategy which not only deters the Soviet Union, but provides the means of successfully waging war as well.8 Hence, a conceptually similar debate -- the relationship of global sea power to expansionist landpower -- has arisen. On the one hand, the "continentalists" emphasize the preeminent threat of Soviet conquest of Western
Europe accomplished through a blitzkrieg scenario in which naval power would be inconsequential. On the other, a countervailing "maritime" approach emphasizes surprise, mobility, and selective land campaigns to challenge the Soviets on strategically advantageous terms. Unfortunately, the complexities of the argument tend to be obscured by the historical and theoretical analogue of "Mahan versus Mackinder" in terms of which the issue is often framed. That construct juxtaposes domination of the "geographic unity" of the sea as the foundation of economic and strategic power against the superior industrial base and organizational strength of the "heartland" supported by the interior lines of railway communication. These conflicting models have driven equally simplistic policy alternatives: the invulnerability of the Soviet Union to sea power and the necessity of a "continental commitment;" and the criticality of the destruction of the Soviet fleet and its means of support premised upon the vulnerability of that nation to both direct and indirect naval power.

**METHOD**

The strategic approach is emphasized because it is the most enduring and least explored. Additionally, it derives from the premise that, once "resource agendas" are disposed, the fundamental cause of conflict is the absence of a conceptual structure in terms of which the efficacy of strategic approaches can be judged. For reasons of space, however, the
structural and dynamic categories of the strategic framework utilized must be simply postulated and defined.

Definition of the strategic problem embraces the structural elements of the issue. Included here are geopolitical considerations (i.e., the relationship of geography to political and military power), the strategic relationship of the antagonists, enemy doctrine, and "scenario" assumptions. Secondly, strategic purpose and approach encompasses the basic strategic concept of the "...calculation and co-ordination of the end and the means," to include the vital issue of war termination on advantageous terms. Here, of course, is the question of the ultimate purpose of war inextricably driven, in Clausewitz's most enduring insight, by the political object. Political, or strategic purpose, in turn shapes the nature of the means employed, or the strategic approach. The range of possibilities embraces wars of annihilation to mere observation. However, the spectrum of options in a nuclear environment is influenced by another observation: "The advantage that the destruction of the enemy possesses over all other means is balanced by its cost and danger; and it is only in order to avoid these risks that other policies are employed." However, the utility of limited war could be highly significant in directly or indirectly attacking the foundations of enemy military power. Moreover, destruction of the enemy, with its attendant risk of unlimited war, is unnecessary when the strategic purpose is maintenance of security -- a purpose realized if the threat is removed, i.e., the enemy abandons his
purpose. Additionally, *escalation control* recognizes the natural tendency of war toward the absolute. It thus demands the consonance of the risks inherent in a given strategic approach with the clearly anticipated results of its application. For war essentially comprises a spectrum of political probabilities, and: "The closer these political probabilities drive war toward the absolute, the more the belligerent states are involved and drawn in to its vortex, the clearer appear the connections between its action, and the more imperative need not to take the first step without considering the last." And finally, the concept in many ways unifying the foregoing is the *strategic center of gravity*, best described as the general focus of military effort. That focus is determined by the "...dominant characteristics of both belligerents....Out of these characteristics a certain center of gravity develops, the hub of all power and movement, on which everything depends. That is the point against which all our energies should be directed." In the context of the maritime-continental strategy debate, however, the "dominant characteristics" of both may be manifestly dissimilar, creating equally divergent centers of gravity the attack upon which could literally nullify the ends-means calculus noted. Consistent with the constraints of the political object and the imperative of escalation control, "all our energies" may well not be directed toward the enemy’s center of gravity, but rather toward the protection of one’s own "...hub of all power and movement..." from potentially decisive enemy action.
CHAPTER 2
THE CONFLICTING ARGUMENTS: A STRATEGIC ASSESSMENT

OVERVIEW

In terms of the strategic framework, the maritime-continental strategy debate has not resulted in the development of an appropriate defense policy. In failing to accurately define the strategic problem with respect to the Soviet Union, neither strategy provides a suitable framework in which to derive strategic purpose and approach. Thus, the primacy of the political object is negated in continental strategy through its focus on deterrence as opposed to warfighting; and it is diminished in maritime strategy through its imprecise war termination objectives. Continental strategy is thus reduced to mere military ends, while the warfighting character of maritime strategy often lacks precise direction. As a result, both seriously compromise the essential requirement of escalation control. And finally, the pivotal influence of the strategic center of gravity in shaping the nature of the war is diminished in assuming similar centers for both antagonists. As a result, continental strategy courts disaster, and maritime strategy irrelevance.

DEFINITION OF THE STRATEGIC PROBLEM

The continentalists contend that the central strategic problem facing the U.S. is Soviet control of the Western
European "heartland." Moreover, given enormous Soviet conventional and geographic advantages, that construct mandates a strategy in which the threat is to be deterred, or resisted, at the point of greatest concentration pending negotiation or escalation. Additionally, the secondary and supporting role of naval power in continental strategy derives from two assumptions. The first is the invulnerability of the "heartland" to seapower, which drives the conclusion that neither naval power projection nor destruction of the Soviet fleet would significantly influence force posture, deterrence, or warfighting. The second postulates a probable scenario of a Soviet blitzkrieg strategy in which naval power, with its slowly developing impact, would be inconsequential.21

Generally, the maritime approach posits the concept of the "island nation" dependent upon unfettered access to, and control of, the world’s oceans as the foundations of economic and military power.22 Its manifestation alternates among classic Mahanian concepts of the centrality of maritime supremacy to national greatness, sea control with limited objectives, and the significance of strategic geography, the permanence of conflict, and the dynamic threat of competing U.S.-Soviet global capabilities.23 And finally, maritime strategy asserts the desirability of extended conventional war, and the significant impact of naval power therein. Consonant with its warfighting focus, naval power would not only reinforce and sustain forward deployed forces, but directly influence the course of the campaign through flank pressure, destruction of
the Soviet fleet, and power projection pursuant to war termina-
tion.24

However, certain difficulties are inherent to each. For
example, in postulating a static geostrategic structure of
fixed point defenses (e.g., Europe and Korea) continental
strategy forfeits strategic mobility and its corollary benefits
of concentration, surprise, and flexibility. Its historical
analogue resembles on a larger scale the Roman Imperial defense
system of linear outposts dependent upon vulnerable internal
lines of communication, unreliable allies, and a potent exter-
nal threat.25 On the other hand, the maritime approach empha-
sizes exploitation of inherent capabilities and a rational
division of strategic labor, with the seas in effect becoming
"interior lines" to the peripheries of the "heartland" -- the
frontier outposts of North America. But the significance of
these advantages to the strategic problem of an expansionist
continental power is generally undefined.

Additionally, the relative importance of sea power against
a Soviet drive for Eurasian hegemony has tended to be cast in
terms of its impact upon the central axis of advance. Resolu-
tion invariably suggests the "Mahan versus Mackinder" model
which distorts the significance of control of the "rimlands" to
both antagonists, as well as that of the "interior" position of
Eurasia in relation to global lines of communication. The
continentalists contend that in the final analysis land forces
comprise the decisive component of combat power, and that even
traditional maritime powers attained ultimate victory on
Such fails to grasp the difference between a particular style of strategy and the character of its component elements, e.g., that major land campaigns are often integral to maritime strategies. On the other hand, the maritime argument relies upon three hundred years of British success in blunting Continental hegemony by a single power through a combination of maritime operations against vulnerable extremities, and limited, often decisive, land campaigns at critical junctures. Even with respect to Germany in World War I, it has been persuasively argued that, through sea control and the blockade, naval power and the strategic indirect approach ultimately proved decisive. Interestingly, that approach was influenced by the German navy as a "fleet in being," intended to deter a Mahanian strategy by inflicting unacceptable losses and foreclosing strategic alternatives, with its own destruction being strategically inconsequential.

Germany, and earlier Spain and France, were highly vulnerable to naval power given overseas colonies and significant foreign trade. In critical respects, however, the Soviet case is manifestly different. Her highly autarkic economic structure minimizing dependance upon imported materials would reduce the utility of closing her easily blockaded ports. However, the Soviet "blue water" fleet, especially as concentrated around the Kola Peninsula, poses the analogous "fleet in being" problem. The effect of its destruction or containment would be strategically minimal for the Soviets. Yet, it is capable of deterring a decisive engagement and occupying large elements of
the U.S. fleet to the exclusion of other options. Thus, the impact of naval power is generally twofold. First is the obvious function of sustaining the land battle, essential in both maritime and continental approaches. Second is the elimination, through destruction or containment, of Soviet capabilities which threaten vital geostrategic interests (e.g., control of the Eurasian rimland, trade, raw materials).

Finally, a probable scenario remains highly speculative and more a question of desired outcome than precise assessment. However, a "bolt from the blue" Soviet invasion does not appear credible given the dynamics of military organization and doctrine, and a highly cautious and deliberative approach to military affairs. Secondly, the short war/long war argument centers upon the divergent needs of the two belligerents. Political control of Europe coupled with the imperative of conflict escalation dominance imposes the necessity of short, limited, and politically decisive conflict upon the Soviets. Concomitantly, it is desirable for the U.S. to retain the option of negating such a strategy, in turn ensuring conventionality through conflict escalation dominance.29

STRATEGIC PURPOSE AND APPROACH

Clausewitz noted that: "No one starts a war -- or rather, no one in his senses ought to do so -- without first being clear in his mind what he intends to achieve by that war and how he intends to conduct it."30 The first, of course, addresses war termination objectives. In that regard,
continental strategy is broadly shaped by the desire for deterrence, both conventional and nuclear. In turn, its definition of the strategic problem in which "...the Soviet Army must be countered on an equal footing..." in the major continental theaters mandates a strategy dependent upon its ability to deter a blitzkrieg attack. In the event of failure, it vaguely envisions a short war presenting the Soviets with the prospect of an undesired longer war, forcing negotiation of the status quo ante. Not surprisingly, the continentalists advance no meaningful political object, thus vitiating the fundamental purpose of war as well as the imperative of escalation control in not having thought through the last step.

By contrast, maritime strategy in most manifestations advances an explicitly warfighting approach, though deterrence is a first, and preferred, objective. Nonetheless, the maritime school does not develop sufficiently explicit political ends of warfighting. For example, the most aggressive effort seeks "...to bring about war termination on favorable terms." However, strategic purpose and approach are confused in such objectives as denying the Soviets "their kind of war" by exerting global pressure, destroying the Soviet Navy, influencing the land battle, and threatening direct attack against the homeland or altering the correlation of nuclear forces. Only the last, and destruction of the Soviet fleet approximate termination objectives, with the remainder pertaining to means. But pursuant to what is the Soviet fleet to be destroyed? And what termination objectives could be leveraged
from a shift in the correlation of nuclear forces? Thus, while representing a significant improvement to continental strategy in recognizing the need for meaningful termination objectives, the maritime approach nonetheless labors under not having thought through the "last step," posing the prospect of war assuming its own undirected momentum.

The strategic approach of each school is largely a function of its strategic purpose. Given their focus on deterrence, and a possibly short and inconclusive war, the continentalists advocate the rapid reinforcement of the Central Front at the point of greatest enemy concentration, conceding Soviet primacy in non-European heartland areas with the lesser deterrent of a "tripwire" strategy, especially in the Persian Gulf region. Devoid of a strategically significant political object, the resultant approach accepts a military end of warfighting, i.e., the thwarting of the enemy army in the field. If successful, and assuming conventionality, such a strategy would merely revisit the mindless attrition of Verdun and the Somme.

Maritime strategy likewise eschews victory in the conventional sense, as well as accepting an effective land engagement as a precondition of success. Consonant with its warfighting character, it would exploit the inherent flexibility of naval power across a spectrum of options, gradually escalating "limited" military objectives to create a strategic situation favorable to its elusive war termination goals. On the one hand are the highly constrained objectives of defensive sea
control, simultaneously absorbing a "first salvo," containing Soviet naval forces, and exploiting the advantages of the strategic defense to force termination at that level. At a higher level of military effort is the approach of The Maritime Strategy in which the destruction of the Soviet fleet and its means of support is completed, the correlation of nuclear forces altered, and Soviet territory seized as negotiating leverage. 37

The value of the warfighting emphasis of the maritime strategic approach lies in the recognition of the need for an alternative other than engaging the enemy from a posture of extreme disadvantage, the significance of a meaningful political object to a coherent strategy, and the importance of strategic geography in shaping both strategic purpose and approach. 38 However, its vagaries are potentially mischievous. First is the lack of precision regarding war termination objectives noted above. Moreover, the feasibility of the predominant view of the need to destroy the Soviet fleet is dubious at best, especially in the early stages of global war. Unless fortuitously attrited in the outer oceans, or decisively engaged on favorable terms, the Soviet fleet, with a posture and function analogous to the German navy of 1914, imposes the unglamorous alternative of blockade and gradual attrition. But perhaps the most questionable feature of the more aggressive maritime approach, again related to termination objectives, is the enormous risk of forfeiting control of conflict escalation
inherent in altering the correlation of nuclear forces. Several steps have been taken without considering the last.

**ESCALATION CONTROL**

The practical realization of the political object in war is dependant upon the capacity to modulate and control the course of conflict, and thus obviate its inherent tendency toward maximum violence. Both strategies seek to impose such control. For example, a central argument of continental strategy is the inutility of tactical nuclear weapons, hence the need for a robust conventional defense at the point of principal threat to ensure escalation control by raising the risks and costs of Soviet military action. However, consistent with the implications of the general purpose of deterrence, the continentalists argue that an aggressive maritime strategy, with its prospects of horizontal escalation and alteration of the correlation of nuclear forces, would, by attacking vital Soviet capabilities and territory, quickly escalate conflict to strategic nuclear dimensions.

The marinimists essentially reverse the argument. They contend that an aggressive approach in fact imposes escalation control through denying the Soviet strategic preference of a short, decisive war. Moreover, it narrows strategic options through multifaceted challenges, and imposes war termination through degradation of second strike capability. Nuclear parity, and a longer and more complex war, are sufficient to establish escalation control: on NATO in response to
conventional Soviet success; and on the Soviets in response to nonnuclear attacks upon strategic capabilities or invasion of the homeland.41

The validity of both approaches centers on assumptions concerning Soviet doctrine and behavior, and the imperatives of a deterrent as opposed to a warfighting strategy. The continentalists correctly recognize that the integrated character of Soviet doctrine accommodates the possibility of the full spectrum of violence. However, the absence of a dynamic warfighting concept with appropriate termination objectives has generated an exaggerated fear of its probability. Moreover, that deficiency further diminishes escalation control through lack of a coherent framework of ends-means assessment in the event of failure. By contrast, the maritimeists confront the escalatory problem more forthrightly. But their assumptions concerning Soviet behavior, while plausible, appear to minimize the enormous risks inherent in that approach. This is especially true of the final phase of the Maritime Strategy which, in attacking both the Soviet Union and its nuclear reserve, prospectively abdicates escalation control. Moreover, that possibility is exacerbated by the lack of precise termination objectives. It is both reasonable and admirable to resist intimidation by the threat of escalation. But such risks must be recognized, and proportional to clearly conceived objectives which themselves admit of modification as appropriate. In this case, the "balance of political probabilities" demands reassessment.
STRATEGIC CENTER OF GRAVITY

The foregoing arguments of the primacy of the political object, its necessarily limited nature, and the infeasibility of either power becoming dominant in the other’s sphere suggest the strategic center of gravity as the pivotal concept. As with the other three strategic elements, however, both strategies have incompletely accommodated the issue. This is especially evident in the implicit assumption of a similarity of respective centers of gravity, each capable of being attacked by the other belligerent.

The continentalists define the Soviet center of gravity as its army which, true to Clausewitz, must be vigorously and directly confronted. For "it is the expansion of the Soviet Army that weighs on the overall balance of military power..." and which "...must be countered on an equal footing..."43 The difficulties here are evident. In accepting the symmetry of respective centers of gravity it confronts the vortex of Soviet power from a posture of extreme disadvantage, a position easily deduced from Clausewitz untempered by the restraints of a limited political object (a complexity later addressed by Corbett). But the continentalists refuse to accept the implications of their argument. For emphasis on deterrence has led to advocacy of concentrating primary effort against the Soviet center of gravity without the necessary corollary of its destruction. Additionally, it fails both to recognize inherent differences in "hubs" of activity, or posit a more realistic concept.
Two general problems are evident in the maritime approach: the proclivity to incorrectly identify the Soviet center of gravity and then direct primary effort toward it; and a willingness to recognize divergent centers, but not expand its ramifications to the central "seapower-landpower" strategic problem. The first characterizes the aggressive approach reflected in The Maritime Strategy. This view recognizes the importance of sea control and Third World interests, but is ultimately informed by the Mahanian imperative of the destruction of the enemy fleet and its means of support as central to influencing war termination: "The need for forward movement is obvious. This is where the Soviet fleet will be, and this is where we must be prepared to fight." But in the instant case, the center of gravity is the Soviet regime and its principal implementing mechanism of the military establishment, principally the army and strategic nuclear forces. Thus, containment or destruction of the Soviet fleet, while necessary, must be conceived in terms other than diminishing vital military capability or influencing the real center of gravity. However, the aggressive maritime approach may tangentially threaten the Soviet center of gravity through the effects of successful disruption of strategic timelines and alteration of the correlation of nuclear forces on the cohesion of the regime. In either case, however, precise war termination objectives would be central to controlling inherent risks. The second avoids attempts to define and attack the Soviet center of gravity, rather concentrating on the protection of U.S.
maritime capabilities central to the projection of all military power, to include the security of strategic geography as well. While providing the basis of further development, such lacks conceptual precision in defining the significance of the center of gravity in relation to the political object and strategic approach. In those terms, the center of gravity must comprise the "hub" of capabilities or areas critical to the protection of basic national interests and attainment of the central political object in war, and which is decisively threatened by enemy capability.
CHAPTER 3

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

OVERVIEW

The following approach attempts to conceptually clarify and expand the maritime-continental strategy debate in terms of the strategic framework employed. With a strategic problem of the preventing Soviet "oversetting" of the geopolitical balance, and a political object of containing Soviet strategic "breakout," the maritime capabilities of mobility, concentration, and "interior lines" are integrated with an effective land campaign to deny the goals of Soviet strategy and attain the strategic purpose. Finally, in seeking to preserve the U.S. strategic center of gravity instead of confronting the Soviets from a posture of extreme disadvantage, this approach harmonizes political ends with military means. Overall strategic posture is thus improved.

DEFINITION OF THE STRATEGIC PROBLEM

Central to the definition of the strategic problem is the impact of strategic geography which, as Colin Gray has noted, comprises "...the most fundamental factor in the foreign policy of states because it is the most permanent." The U.S. possesses the size and indigenous resources of a classic "heartland." But strategically, it is a maritime nation, absent contiguous continental threats, with significant dependent
foreign trade, and requiring military power to project and sustain itself across the world’s oceans. While not as dependent upon the seas as was Britain, the absence of an empire makes the task more difficult. For open access must be maintained while simultaneously preventing its denial by others. This is in no degree altered by the forward posturing of major land forces, or the necessity of major land campaigns in global war. The remaining element of the strategic problem, moreover, is the Soviet Union’s attempt to alter that strategic geography by "oversetting" the balance of global power through control of the Eurasian rimlands and the narrow seas. The consequences of such were prophesied by Mackinder:

The oversetting of the balance of power in favour of the pivot state, resulting in its expansion over the marginal lands of Euro-Asia, would permit the use of vast continental resources for fleet building, and the empire of the world would be in sight. 47

The strategic problem, then, is a variant of the historic British goal of preventing Continental hegemony by a single power. It embraces the requirement to project and sustain military power, control maritime challenges, and secure the Eurasian rimlands and adjacent seas (e.g., Western Europe, the North Flank, the Mediterranean littoral, Japan, and South Korea) to prevent the strategic "breakout" of the Soviet Union into the open oceans. "The most important single fact in the American security situation is the question of who controls the rimlands of Europe and Asia. Should these get into the hands of a single power or combination of powers hostile to the
United States, the resulting encirclement would put us in a position of grave peril, regardless of the size of our army and navy. 48

STRATEGIC PURPOSE AND APPROACH

Attainment of a strategic posture more advantageous than not having gone to war requires the positive control or containment of those areas or Soviet capabilities which mortally threaten U.S. vital interests. That includes containing Soviet "strategic breakout" from the heartland into the global seas by the control of the rimlands, and containing or destroying relevant capabilities. In a word, containment of the Soviet Army sufficient to retain control of the rimlands, the containment or destruction of the principal elements of the fleet, and the elimination of Soviet overseas bases and "strategic outposts" (i.e., clients) would return the Soviet Union to its historic (and "natural") status as the preeminent Continental power.

It is significant, however, that the above political object is classically "limited." It does not envision the Soviet Union's military defeat, or the destabilization of the regime or the social and economic order. Rather, it seeks to truncate the posture and capabilities strategically threatening to the U.S., but which are peripheral to dominant Soviet interests. But since escalatory risks are evident, a range of subsequent possibilities must be thought through to conclusion: e.g.; advantageous adjustment of the inter-German border;
realignment of the Warsaw Pact; and other political or territorial adjustments such as acquisition of a permanent advanced base in the North Cape region (e.g., Bear Island). It is in terms of such possibilities that alteration of the correlation of nuclear forces could have utility.

The resultant strategic approach avoids directly confronting the Soviet center of gravity. Moreover, its success depends upon its integrated naval/land character, best illustrated in the relationship between the Northern Flank ("maritime") and the Central Front ("continental"). For the former is arguably the decisive area with respect to the U.S. center of gravity. Its significance is central to U.S. global maritime access and security, as well as to Soviet attainment of global strategic "breakout" and envelopment of the Central Front given the highly compressed distances to the open ocean. Soviet envelopment of all of Western Europe would be immediately decisive with regard to the Central Front, with subsequent "breakout" threatening SLOC interdiction and the blockade of North America. Moreover, success along the Baltic axis (e.g., capture of Jutland) would enhance the already formidable Soviet land and air advantage in providing a supporting naval flank. It is critical to note, however, that the its significance lies not in Soviet vulnerability to direct seapower, but the extent to which its control attains the political object of righting the geopolitical balance. Any diversion of Soviet military resources is a welcome, but unanticipated, benefit.
As with Britain's successful "maritime" wars against Continental adversaries, an effective land campaign is essential. The operational purpose of that campaign should not be the quixotic declaratory objective of defense of the German border which, in continental strategy, comprises the central end of deterrence/warfighting. Rather, in a broader context its purpose should be a successful strategic holding operation releasing critical capabilities to concentrate on the basic strategic purpose. Success at the German border consistent with that purpose is, of course, desirable. But the overriding purpose of the land campaign is to preserve the Western European rimland, especially Jutland and Low Countries, and deny the Soviets a decisive short-war victory. In those terms, its warfighting objective is simply not to lose.

The naval component focuses on a phased sequence of critical related tasks. An illustrative sequence includes, first, the reinforcement of the land campaign through movement of troops and sustaining support. Next is SLOC security to critical resource areas through clearing the outer oceans of Soviet fleet elements, especially submarines. Concomitantly, fleet elements and landing forces are forward postured to avoid maldeployment relative to the strategic purpose. A Marine brigade and allied air and ground forces are positioned in north Norway for ground defense and support of the naval campaign. A comitted Marine Amphibious Force preemptively occupies Jutland to support the Central Front battle, and provide theater air defense and a Baltic naval flank. West
Coast amphibious forces and the Indian Ocean Maritime Prepositioning squadron composite as a strategic reserve in the U.K. Concomitantly, submarine forces and SAGs begin barrier operations as far forward as feasible, supported by Norway-based air and ground forces. A carrier battle force provides air defense of the naval campaign there, as well as support of the Jutland landing operation from a swing position in the southern Norwegian/North Sea area. The mobility, concentration, and flexibility of sea and landing operations thus combine with a precisely defined land campaign to realize the strategic purpose.

Moreover, subsequent evolution is not prescriptive. The dynamics of the war could lead to termination at this stage, or escalate to the level envisioned in the The Maritime Strategy. But the issue of the level of military effort does not require definitive resolution for conceptual purposes. Typically, it is posed in such dichotomies as deterrence versus warfighting, and sea control versus full-forward pressure. But as a dynamic scale of effort, its application in specific circumstances will depend upon capabilities and the imperatives of the political object. However, containment is likely to be the dominant approach in the early stages, despite the utility of an aggressive "rollback" tactic to blunt establishment of advanced bases on the west coast of Norway and projection into the Atlantic and North Sea. But at some point attrition will likely vitiate further advance until the strategic situation generates more aggressive options consonant with the political object. That
condition is dependent upon significant alteration in the
correlation of conventional forces, most likely through effec-
tive submarine and surface campaigns, and major landing opera-
tions against the power projection infrastructure later in the
conflict (e.g., Jutland, North Norway, and the Kola). Pending
a fortuitous "Trafalgar," the U.S. fleet, like the Royal Navy
in the Great War, will probably be consigned to the role of
jailer, at least in the early stages of a protracted war. A
Mahanian result would be clearly desirable, though, given the
flexibility accruing to U.S. operations from the rapid destruc-
tion of the main Soviet fleet.

ESCALATION CONTROL

The frictions inherent in a warfighting strategic approach
could potentially disrupt the essential element of escalation
control. Indeed, U.S. strategic options comprise a Hobson's
choice between conceding the geopolitical initiative through
isolationism and following the powder trail to absolute war on
the Eurasian rimlands. Risks are unavoidable, though the
current approach attempts to minimize the more obvious ones
through the classically limited nature of its political object.
The danger, rather, inheres in the indirect consequences of a
successful strategy as noted in the discussion of strategic
purpose above. The problem thus becomes one of preventing a
level of violence dissonant with the political object.
STRATEGIC CENTER OF GRAVITY

The structure of the strategic problem, as well as the strategic purpose and approach are predicated upon a redefined concept of the strategic center of gravity noted in the previous chapter: "...the hub of capabilities or areas critical to the protection of basic national interests and attainment of the central political object in war, and which is decisively threatened by enemy capability." Moreover, the respective centers of the U.S. and Soviet Union are dissimilar, in the case of the former comprising the critical rimlands and narrow seas of Eurasia, and the nexus of global lines of communication with capabilities pertinent to their security. Additionally, the realities of power, accessibility, the nature of respective military capabilities, and the necessity of a limited political object negate a direct attack on that of the Soviet Union. Thus, Corbett's imperative of the harmonization of land and sea power is attained through a strategic purpose and approach of protecting one's own center of gravity against the "over-setting" of the strategic balance. Conceptually, therefore, the nature of the conflict then can be correctly assessed, and its conduct adjusted accordingly:

The first, the supreme, the most far-reaching act of judgement that the statesman and commander have to make is to establish...the kind of war on which they are embarking; neither mistaking it for, nor trying to turn it into, something that is alien to its nature. This is the first of all strategic questions and the most comprehensive.
CHAPTER 4

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

The ramifications of the foregoing are manifold and extensive. In the instant case, further conceptual development is needed to evolve a more comprehensive framework in which to evaluate strategic options. That process should also further development of a strategic doctrine, in its broader and more positive sense of an ordering mechanism, to assist defense policy-making. Also required is more expansive treatment of the interplay of nuclear weapons, an illustrative example from the Pacific and the relationship of that theater to the Atlantic in global war, and further refinement of war termination objectives.

The above approach emphasizes strategic mobility, surprise, flexibility, and phased operations on a global scale. It demands a balanced capability for sufficient engagement on the rimlands, protection of interior lines of communication and access to critical resources, and the preservation of the strategic center of gravity across the full spectrum of military effort. The implications are manifold. Policy initiatives should include deriving a meaningful division of labor among the NATO allies, especially assumption of primary responsibility for the Central Front by the Europeans. In Asia, such would include expanded air defense and maritime roles for the Japanese. Extreme global demands on attenuated U.S. capabilities demand no less. Moreover, foreign policy must accommodate
the strategic purpose of containing "breakout" with respect to basing rights, maritime and geographic prepositioning assets, and rights of force employment from foreign territory. In the most extreme case, restructuring NATO in terms of a truly "rimland" alliance should be considered.

Additionally, force development implications require comprehensive and balanced capabilities heretofore the victim of antiquated strategic assumptions and undisciplined Service agendas. Generally, they should emphasize strategic mobility, global flexibility, and embody the full range of military effort. Naval force development, for example, must reevaluate the concept of the aircraft carrier as an instrument of meaningful power projection. While some utility is evident, the general proposition is not convincing. Rather, historical experience suggests the efficacy of carriers against the enemy fleet, the land based air threat to the maritime campaign, and in support of landing operations. It is in fact the latter which provides the most significant naval power projection capability, and which should be most fully developed for that function; e.g., the expansion of amphibious lift, maritime prepositioning, general sea lift capability, and the full panoply of strategically and tactically mobile assault capabilities for the Marine Corps. Also required is the full spectrum of fleet capabilities, including the ability to sail in harm's way. Improvements include expanded numbers of submarines, with a "low" mix of diesel-electrics, mine warfare capabilities, and diversified antisurface and antiship
capabilities (e.g., DDG-51s). Furthermore, general purpose
ground forces require enhanced global flexibility to include
extreme climatic and special operations capabilities, with
those heavy divisions not forward postured in NATO or Korea
deactivated to the reserves or National Guard. Strategic
logistics and mobilization for protracted war, instead of fixed
forward posturing, should become the first priority of the
Army.

Then, hopefully, the synergism of strategy and force
development will fulfill Francis Bacon's prophesy of putting
"...those that be strongest by land....in great straits."\textsuperscript{50}
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